
OUR PROSPECTUS 2020
KIND-LEADERSHIP® MASTERCLASS 

FOR GROWING LEADER-LED COMMUNITIES



Our customised Kind-Leadership® Masterclass aims to grow results-
focused leader and team communities based on authentic trust. 

This programme prepares delegates to:  
be masters of their own emotional intelligence. 

enhance skills to self-correct to reactions to external stimulus.  

become acutely aware of how they show up to others. 

provides practical tools and techniques.  

Please note delegates only qualify for this programme if they have completed the introductory programme.
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CONTEXT 

Even before coronavirus, the runaway evolution of technology had 
shaped the world of immediacy. This had a direct impact on 

employee productivity and engagement due to exceedingly high 
stress levels. Add the current mix of economic and social chaos of 

COVID; and there is an unprecedented need to build mental, 
physical and emotional resilience. 

  
Our Kind Leadership® Masterclass can equip anyone really serious 

about being a visionary, having understanding, seeking clarity & 
agility to thrive in a COVID world.  

.
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WHAT IS KIND LEADERSHIP®

Kind Leaders® are emotionally and socially intelligent so that they 
can be objective, unbiased & confident to look after the collective 

and inspire others to do the same.   



Decision-makers  

Managers (middle, upper middle and senior) 

Executives 

Directors 

Entrepreneurs/ business owners 

Executive coaches 

HR practitioners, L&D executives, training managers 

We have worked at multiple levels in organisations across industries 
both in South Africa & Africa. Please see our website for testimonials.
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WHO COULD BENEFIT



LOGISTICS 
40 hours of facilitated information sessions spread over 6 months 

Delegates are given tasks to engage with in-between information sessions 

After every information session delegates engage in a group coaching 
session (coaching circle) to embed or inculcate the learning & build a 
sense of community  

Delegates can engage with immersive experiences so that they can 
become emotionally connected to what they have learned in order for 
learning to be sustained and for practical behavioural change to take 
place
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DELEGATE’S TAKE AWAY

Practical ways to continue working on emotional & social intelligence  

Practical ways to work with one’s own self-sabotaging habits and limiting 
beliefs 

Practical ways to work with one’s own blind spot and distorting filters 

Deep awareness of how other’s perceive me & tips on how to work with that 

In depth understanding of what motivates people to get the best out of them 
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WHAT ELSE WE OFFER
Introduction to Kind Leadership® through personal mastery 

Kind Leader® to Coach Programme 

Kind Leadership® On Line Learning Lab 

Kind Leadership® Coaching  

Kind Leadership® Immersive Experiences 


